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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past decade many challenging new phys
questions have been exposed by the studies of nuclear m
fragmentation; i.e., the breakup of highly excited nuclei in
multiple clusters and nucleons. Motivated by the desire
define the parameters of the nuclear equation of state an
understand the physics of neutron star condensation@1#, ex-
perimentalists have sought to resolve several crucial iss
relevant to the properties of hot nuclear matter@2#. Can
equilibrated systems be clearly identified? Is there evide
for a liquid-gas phase transition? What can the data tel
about nuclear compressibility? Is it possible to relate d
from finite systems observed in the laboratory to the infin
systems that presumably occur in neutron stars? Many
ferent physical effects—heat content, temperature,
compression/decompression cycle, rotational and shape
grees of freedom—must be understood in order to arrive
meaningful description of the thermodynamic properties
hot nuclei.

Isolation of the thermal component of the multifragme
tation process is basic to these studies and is achieved
transparently via systems prepared with GeV hadron be
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@3–9#. Transport calculations indicate that the internal he
ing in hadron-induced reactions is created byp-N andN-N
scattering andD(N* ) resonance excitation/ pion reabsor
tion, which heat the targetlike residue on a time scalet
&30 fm/c, at the same time leaving it in a state of deplet
density@10–14#. Further, hadron beams suppress the coll
tive effects of the compression/decompression cycle, ro
tion, and the shape degree of freedom. Boltzmann-Uehl
Uhlenback calculations@14# indicate that the average entrop
per nucleon becomes nearly constant after about 30 fmc,
suggesting that at least quasiequilibrium is achieved o
very fast time scale. Schematically, it is possible to perform
separation of the reaction into fast cascade and subseq
statistical deexcitation stages, providing a rationale for in
pretation of these reactions in terms of hybrid two-st
nonequilibrium/equilibrated decay models@15#. However, it
is clear that time evolution of the targetlike residue cannot
ignored in these processes@15,16#.

Hadron-induced reactions on heavy nuclei (h1A) also
present several experimental advantages for the stud
multifragmentation and the possible relation of such eve
to a nuclear liquid-gas phase transition. First, only a sin
s the

FIG. 1. ~Color! Contour plot of longitudinalv i vs transversev' velocity of hydrogen~left! and carbon~right! fragments from the

8.0-GeV/c p21 197Au reaction for several bins inE* /A. Solid lines indicate geometrical acceptance of the ISiS array; dashed line give
thermal cutoff velocity@34#, not corrected for source velocity.
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TABLE I. Percent of events with at least one thermal particle of chargeZ. Trigger requires at least thre
charged particles including one thermal particle withZ>2, in silicon detectors.

Beam Events analyzed
%(Z51) %(Z52) %(Z53) %(Z>3)

5.0 GeVp2 1.03106 94.6 96.2 18.9 38.4
8.0 GeVp2 a 2.53106 93.3 95.2 21.4 42.2
8.2 GeVp2 2.43106 94.0 96.3 19.5 38.7
9.2 GeVp2 1.43106 95.1 96.3 20.9 41.5

6.2 GeVp 2.43105 94.9 96.3 18.9 38.1
10.2 GeVp 1.73106 94.8 96.3 20.8 41.5
12.8 GeVp 1.43106 95.2 96.4 22.0 39.2
14.6 GeVp 1.13106 92.5 96.2 20.0 39.2

8.0 GeVp̄ a 5.53104 91.6 95.2 21.4 42.4
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source of thermal-like fragments is produced, as illustra
by the invariant cross-section plots in Fig. 1 forZ51 and 6
fragments as a function of source excitation energy
nucleon,E* /A. Further, the hot residues formed inh1A
reactions are characterized by low velocities (v i&0.01c),
permitting the breakup of the system to be studied in a fra
very close to the center of mass. The comparison betw
Z51 andZ56 invariant cross sections in Fig. 1 also illu
trates another important feature; i.e., the thermal-like fr
ments~enclosed by dashed lines! are emitted nearly isotopi
cally, in contrast with the energetic forward-focus
component observed forZ51 particles, which we attribute
to fast nonequilibrium processes. These features of the r
tion observables play an important role in evaluating the
citation energy/nucleon,E* /A of the hot residue.

Excitation-energy distributions for hadron- and3He-
induced reactions have recently been investigated by
experimental groups. At beam energies below 2 GeV
Berlin-neutron-ball/silicon-ball@17# array has been used t
study stopped- and 1.2-GeVp̄-induced reactions at th
CERN LEAR facility @7,18,19# and the ORION neutron bal
has been employed at LNS Saclay to study proton-
3He-induced reactions@20,21#. These measurements ha
demonstrated that Au-like nuclei can survive as self-bou
systems up toE* ;800– 1000 MeV, subsequently decayin
via the classical low-energy mechanisms of evaporation
fission. The highest excitation energies in these experim
roughly correspond to the threshold for opening of the m
tifragmentation channel, as predicted@22–24# and shown ex-
perimentally@16,25,26#.

At higher incident energies the Indiana silicon sphe
~ISiS! array @27# has studied~1.8–4.8!-GeV 3He-induced
reactions at LNS Saclay@28–30# and (6.0– 14.6)-GeV/c
proton, 8.0-GeV/c antiproton, and~5.0–9.2!-GeV/c p2

reactions at the Brookhaven AGS@6,8,9,31#. These latter
measurements have shown that at higher beam mom
about 100 mb of the cross section goes into events w
E* .1000 MeV, which decay primarily via multiple ligh
charged particle~LCP: H and He isotopes! and, IMF
(3<Z&20) emission and exhibit features consistent w
06460
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statistical multifragmentation models@22–24#. The ISiS re-
sults also show many characteristics in common with
ALADIN peripheral Au and Au studies@32# and the EOS
197Au1 12C measurements@33#, although some difference
exist.

The primary objective of this paper is to investigate t
relationship between the excitation energies derived in@34#
and experimental observables. The data were taken at
Brookhaven National Laboratory AGS accelerator using
ISiS array, details of which are described in@34#. The num-
ber of events that met the hardware trigger of three silic
fast signals, at least one of which is a thermalZ.1 frag-
ment, are summarized in Table I for each beam. For all pr
abilities quoted in the text, the total number of events
Table I is normalized to a unit probability,( i Pi(Ni)51.

The approach of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II t
collision stage of the reaction is examined as it relates
excitation-energy deposition as a function of hadron type
beam momentum. In Sec. III, the relationship between fr
ment observables and excitation energy is presented. In
IV, the conclusions, we discuss the correspondence of th
results with the expected charactistics of a nuclear liquid-
phase transition.

II. COLLISION DYNAMICS: PROJECTILE DEPENDENCE

Excitation-energy deposition in GeV hadron-induced
actions follows a much different path than in low-to
intermediate energy heavy-ion reactions due to the stron
forward-focused nature of theN-N collisions, formation-
zone effects, and the significant transparency of nuclear m
ter in the GeV energy regime@35#. As a consequence of th
energy dissipation mechanism, a broad range of excita
energies is populated at a single projectile incident ene
Thus, in a single reaction it is possible to study a spectrum
excited nuclei that extends from low excitation energy up
values well in excess of the total nuclear binding ene
under identical experimental conditions.

Few theoretical predictions of excitation-energy depo
tion are available for (5 – 15)-GeV/c hadron-induced reac
4-3
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tions with heavy nuclei. Two major complications encou
tered in such calculations are, first, the need to incorporat
relevant scattering cross sections~many unknown! in this
momentum regime, and second, the inclusion of the nuc
physics assumptions necessary to fix the amount of en
stored in the residual nucleus at the end of the fast casc
One such model is the intranuclear-cascade~INC! code
QGSM @13#, which we examine here. In Fig. 2 INC calcula
tions of the average excitation energy^E* & imparted to Au-
like residual nuclei are shown as a function of moment
for proton,p2, and antiproton beams.

The qualitative features of the INC predictions can
summarized as follows. For protons andp2 the average ex-
citation energy is predicted to be nearly the same. In contr
these same calculations predict a significant increase in^E* &
for antiprotons relative to other hadrons, presumably due
the rescattering and reabsorption of some fraction of the
tiproton annihilation pions (̂np&'5). For the most centra
collisions (b<2 fm, or .100 mb!, the calculations show a
marked enhancement of high excitation-energy events fop̄
relative top2 beams~see inset in Fig. 2!. Above a momen-
tum of about 5 GeV/c the code also indicates a saturation
the amount of excitation energy that is deposited in the
getlike residue, a consequence of the decrease in densi
the residue after shower particle emission and the hadron
tion time. For comparison with the INC predictions, in Fig.
we show the reconstructed excitation-energy and res
mass distributions for several of the systems measured in
work. Values ofE* below 250 MeV are uncertain due to th
unmeasured neutrons and the requirement of three cha
particles in the ISiS trigger@34#. Data for 6.2-GeV/c and
12.8-GeV/c protons~not shown! are similar to other proton
and pion data in all figures.

The results in Fig. 3 confirm the qualitative behavior p
dicted by the INC code. Specifically, the largest populat

FIG. 2. INC predictions@13# of the average excitation energ
for events withE* .50 MeV are shown as a function of mome
tum for p, p2, and p̄ beams incident on197Au. Inset compares the
excitation-energy probability distributions for 8-GeV/c p2 and p̄
beams for central collisions (b<2 fm).
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of high excitation-energy events is achieved with t
8.0-GeV/c p̄ beam and the lowest with the 5.0-GeV/c p2

beam. In addition, the proton andp2 beams produce nearl
identical E* distributions at the same beam momentu
while the 8.0-GeV/c antiproton beam produces significant
more high excitation-energy events than does the 8.0-Gec
p2 beam. Finally, the predicted saturation inE* deposition
is reflected by the relative insensitivity of theE* distribu-
tions to beam momentum above about 6 GeV/c.

The residue massAres distributions in Fig. 3 show a
somewhat different pattern. In this case the 14.6-GeV/c pro-
ton beam produces the lightest residues and the 5.0-Gec
p2 the heaviest. This trend can be understood as a co
quence of the initial fast cascade, which produces an incr
ing number of fast shower particles as the beam momen
increases~@14# and references therein!. It is this process that
produces the approximate saturation in average excita
energy shown in the INC calculations of Fig. 2 and the d
in Fig. 3.

Quantitatively, however, the INC calculations predictE*
distributions that extend significantly beyond the data. T
is shown in Fig. 4, where we compare the experimentalE*
distributions for 8-GeV/c p̄ and p2 with the INC code
~stopped aftert530 fm/c). The calculation assumes rando
impact parameters and uses values of the code param
that reproduce other cascade results at lower beam mom
(<3 GeV/c) @37#. The two left-hand frames compare th
experimentally derived excitation-energy distributions f
p2 ~top! and p̄ ~bottom! beams. Both the thermal definitio
adopted in our work@34# and the uniform spectrum cutof
of Ei /AIMF,30 MeV of @33# are shown. Although the
excitation-energy enhancement withp̄ beams relative to
other hadrons is qualitatively reproduced, the INC predict
is seen to overestimate the experimentally derived excita
energies for both projectiles. In this regard, the cutoff
sumption of @33# agrees better with the calculation. Th
agreement can be explained in terms of the inclusion o
significant number of nonequilibrium LCPs with the cuto

FIG. 3. Excitation-energy~left frame! and residue mass prob
ability ~right frame! distributions for several systems studied in th
work, as indicated on figure. The distributions are normalized
unit probability, relative to the total number of events~Table I!.
4-4
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assumption of@33#, which are also included in the cascad
code excitation energies.

On the right-hand panel of Fig. 4, the mass distributio
of the reconstructed residues for the 8-GeV/c p2 and p̄
reactions are compared with the cascade code. The m
predicts slightly less mass loss than deduced from the
using the thermal assumption, but is in relative accord w
the results of@33#, which assumes a much higher ener
acceptance for thermal particles and therefore larger r
dues. The success in describing the residue mass while a
same time overpredicting theE* distribution may indicate
that the probability for pion rescattering and reabsorption
the residual nucleus is too high in the code and/or the for
tion time too short.

In order to emphasize the probability for forming high
excited systems, in Table II we examine the ratio of to
events withE* greater than a given value to that for even
with E* >400 MeV. The normalization atE* 5400 MeV is

FIG. 4. Left: distribution of excitation energy in targetlike res
dues for p2 ~upper! and p̄ ~lower! beams. Open circles denot
thermal particles only, solid circles include all energies up toE/A
<30 MeV and lines give INC prediction@13#. Right: residue mass
distributions; all symbols are the same as for left-hand panels.
distributions are normalized to unit probability.
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chosen because the sensitivity to the ISiS trigger is minim
above this energy. Table II confirms that the 8.0-GeV/c an-
tiproton beam produces a significant enhancement of h
excitation-energy events. In addition, the table shows
yield of events with excitation energy above the predic
multifragmentation threshold for Au-like nuclei~a range that
spans 800–1000 MeV or about 5 MeV/nucleon! relative to
total events aboveE* .400 MeV (E* /A* 2 MeV!. The
enhancement for thep̄ beam is approximately 25% greate
than the next most effective beam, 12.8-GeV/c protons.
Since an increase in hadron beam momentum ab
5 – 6 GeV/c has little effect on the amount of energy dep
sition, the observed enhancement of excitation energy w
antiprotons suggests that the dependence of temperatur
excitation energy~nuclear caloric curve! @36# could be ex-
tended to excitation energies that approach the nuclear
porization limit by using an antiproton beam in this mome
tum range.

In order to convert the probabilities shown in this paper
the cross-section observed in the ISiS detector, we have
tempted to estimate the missing cross section for events
low E* ,300 MeV as follows. We have scaled our results
both the INC predictions and the experimental results
PS208@7#. The INC code predicts that 33% of the cro
section falls below 300 MeV; when our distributions are no
malized to these predictions, the value increases to 3
since the cascade-code overestimates the highest excit
energies. For the PS208 results 49% of the cross section
below E* 5300 MeV. When normalized to our data, th
number becomes 26%, since our data extend to much hi
excitation energies. We adopt a value of 37% for the miss
cross section and use a geometric cross section of 2100
assumingr 051.20 fm. This gives an estimated measur
cross section ofs'13006200 mb, which can be used t
convert unit probability into cross section.

In summary, these studies show that, using the reconst
tion procedure described in@34#, excitation energies well in
excess of 1 GeV can be reached in hadron-induced react
This translates into values up toE* /A'9 MeV ~12 MeV!
for all but the highest 1%~0.1%! of the observed events

ll
umed
TABLE II. Ratio of the integrated events beyond the multifragmentation threshold for three ass
conditions (E* 5800 and 1000 MeV;E* /A55 MeV) to total events withE* .400 MeV (E* /A
.2 MeV).

Beam p(GeV/c) T(GeV)
P~E*.800 MeV!

P~E* .400 MeV!

P~E* .1000 MeV!

P~E* .400 MeV!

P~E* /A.5 MeV!

P~E* /A.2 MeV!

E900ap̄ 8.0 7.2 0.30 0.097 0.27
E900 p 14.6 13.7 0.23 0.067 0.21
E900 p 12.8 11.9 0.25 0.076 0.22
E900 p 10.2 9.3 0.23 0.066 0.19
E900 p2 9.2 9.1 0.21 0.058 0.17
E900ap2 8.0 7.9 0.21 0.056 0.18
E900 p2 8.2 8.1 0.20 0.054 0.17
E900 p 6.2 5.3 0.19 0.045 0.13
E900 p2 5.0 4.9 0.17 0.036 0.11
4-5
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Increasing the proton beam momentum beyondEbeam
.8 GeV does not lead to a significant increase in these
ues because of the nature of the energy dissipation me
nism for relativistic hadrons. Thus, the bulk of the observ
cross section in these studies~90–95 %! falls below the mul-
tifragmentation threshold ofE* '800– 1000 MeV for target-
like residues formed from197Au. In the next section we fo-
cus on the highest 5–10 % of the excitation-ene
distribution.

III. THE EVOLUTION OF FRAGMENT OBSERVABLES
WITH E* ÕA

Two central questions must be addressed in order to c
struct an argument for a nuclear phase transition:~1! has the
fragmenting system attained at least quasiequilibrium?
~2! is the evolution of the fragment observables as a func
of excitation energy consistent with the expected proper
of such a phenomenon? The first question can be addre
by referring to the invariant cross-section plots for hydrog
and carbon in Fig. 1. ForZ51 the existence of two compo
nents is evident, one consisting of fast, forward-focused p
ticles and a second characterized by thermal-like, isotro
emission. The fast component decreases systematically
increasing fragment charge, so that for carbon~and all
heavier! fragments it is negligible, as seen in Fig. 1. T
slow component, bounded by the dashed lines, exhibits M
wellian behavior and behaves similarly for all charges. Wh
transformed into the source frame, this component is iso
pic. Thus, the basic criteria for quasiequilibrium are met
the subset of events within the bounded area, which are id
tified as thermal particles in this text.

In the remaining section we address the second ques
by comparing the reconstructedE* /A distributions from the
E900 and E900a data with direct experimental observa
from ISiS. Many of the examples shown here are for
8.0-GeV/c p11 197Au reaction, but other systems are nea
identical.

A. Gauges of heat content

Studies of hot nuclear matter have frequently employ
various experimental observables as a measure of excita
energy deposition ~centrality! in the collision
@8,20,26,30,38–43#. The choice has usually been depend
on experimental conditions, since no existing detector ar
is capable of simultaneously measuring all reaction produ
and their kinetic energies.

To examine the correlation between these observables
excitation energy, in Fig. 5 two-dimensional contour plo
are shown for the 8-GeV/c p21 197Au reaction in which
E* /A is plotted as a function of: observed IMF multiplicity
NIMF ; observed light-charged-particle multiplicity,Nlcp ; to-
tal transverse energy,Etr ; total thermal energy,Eth as de-
fined in @34#; total observed charge,Zobs, and total bound
charge,Zbound5( i(Zi>2). Superimposed on each plot
the average value of the observable as a function ofE* /A.
The plots for NIMF , Nlcp , Eth , and Zbound include only
thermal-like particles, inside the dashed boundary of Fig
06460
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and defined in@29,34#. In evaluation ofEtr and Zobs, all
observed charged particles are included for consistency
other analyses.

For each of the average observables, a nearly linear
crease withE* /A is found up toE* /A'8 – 9 MeV. The
deviation from linearity above this value is most likely du
to the skewing of the distributions toward lowerE* /A, a
consequence of the exponentially decreasing cross se
with E* /A, as discussed in the preceding paper@34#. How-
ever, considerable variation in the extent of the fluctuatio
is observed for the various parameters. As evidenced by
narrow widths of the contours, the tightest correlations oc
for the total thermal energy and the total observed cha
Since the thermal energy is a significant part of the rec
structedE* value and the total observed charge influenc
the reactionQ value strongly@34#, a close correlation mus
result for these two observables. The multiplicity of ligh
charged particles exhibits somewhat larger fluctuatio
While the Q-value contribution associated with LCP emi
sion is large, gating on LCPs alone permits considera
variation in the reconstruction from which the total eventQ
value is calculated. The correlation can be improved if o
looks at the total charged-particle multiplicityNcp by includ-
ing the IMFs in the sum, thereby constraining theQ values.
Thus, these results are consistent with the use ofEth , Zobs,
andNcp as excitation-energy measures of hot nuclei.

The largest fluctuations are found for the frequently us
E* markers,NIMF , andEtr . The IMF multiplicity appears to
be a particularly poor experimental indicator of excitati
energy@44#, as might be expected due to the small mu

FIG. 5. Two-dimensional cross-section contours of various
servables for the 8-GeV/c p21 197Au reaction as a function of
E* /A. Solid points are average values for each variable at a gi
E* /A. Each contour line indicates a decrease of 10% in cross
tion and the dotted line on each graph indicates theE* /A value
above which the last 1% of the cross section is contained.
4-6
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plicities. This width is also related to the small effect th
IMF emission has on theQ value@34# and the large numbe
of open channels at very highE* /A. The large fluctuations in
transverse energy are likely due to the inclusion of noneq
librium light-charged particles in the sum. These partic
originate in the cascade process during energy dissipa
and are subject to the fluctuation introduced in subsequ
knockout collisions. Thus, whilêNIMF& and ^Etr& correlate
with E* /A, their large widths must be kept in mind whe
using these parameters in relation to the heat conten
highly excited nuclei. Although the ISiS array does not d
tect heavy recoils and therefore is not ideal for determin
Zbound, we still find a nearly linear correlation withE* /A;
the fluctuations in this case are part of experimental orig

B. Fragment charge distributions

The predicted opening of the multifragmentation chan
in the vicinity of E* /A'5 MeV @22–24# indicates that mul-
tiple IMF emission should appear above this excitation
ergy. In Fig. 6, this prediction is examined in terms of t
average IMF multiplicity, the probability for emitting a give
number of IMFs, and the probability for emitting three
more IMFs relative to events with two or less. The unme
sured heavy residue is not included in these probabilit
HereN refers to the measured multiplicity andM to the true
multiplicity derived from a Monte Carlo reconstruction th
takes into account detector geometry and thresholds. In
top frame, the values of̂NIMF& and^M IMF& increase mono-
tonically, with no apparent deviations nearE* /A'5 MeV.
However, when the averages are decomposed into the p

FIG. 6. Top: average number of observed IMFs~closed circles!
and corrected for geometry~solid triangles! and for both geometry
and fragment energy thresholds~open triangles! as a function of
E* /A for the 8-GeV/c p21 197Au reaction. Middle: probability for
given number of detected IMFs as a function ofE* /A. Bottom:
probability for IMF multiplicity M>3 ~circles! and M,3 ~tri-
angles!.
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ability for emitting a specific number of IMFs~middle frame
of Fig. 6!, then a different picture emerges. It is observed t
asE* /A increases, the probability forNIMF50, 1 decreases
while the channels forNIMF>2 open up systematically with
E* /A.

In the bottom frame of Fig. 6, the probability for emittin
three or more IMFs~the classical definition for multifrag-
mentation @22#! is seen to grow rapidly aboveE* /A
;4 MeV, while that forM IMF50 – 2 IMFs decreases corre
spondingly. AboveE* /A>6 MeV, fragmentation into three
or more IMFs becomes the dominant IMF decay channel
this context, it should be stressed that the growth of the I
multiplicity with E* /A is accompanied by a correspondin
growth in the light-charged-particle multiplicity, so that th
fractional contribution of each to the total excitation ener
remains nearly constant, as shown in the preceding pa
@34#. Thus, the results of Fig. 6 demonstrate that abo
E* /A'5 – 6 MeV, the principal decay channel involve
breakup into three or more IMFs. Below this value, the cro
section is assumed to go into fission and evaporation-res
formation~the latter measured inefficiently with ISiS!, as has
been shown in Refs.@7,19#. These changes coincide with
rapid decrease in the relative emission time, which becom
constant at 20– 50 fm/c aboveE* /A*5 MeV for this sys-
tem @16#.

Another important aspect that must be considered in
interpretation relative to the multifragmentation mechani
is the relative charges of the emitting source and the co
sponding fragments. In the top frame of Fig. 7 we show
average fraction of source charge~mass! relative to the target
charge~mass! as a function ofE* /A. The values are ex-
tracted from the data by subtracting from the target cha
the total charge of all shower/nonequilibrium particles, i.
those above our thermal cutoff energy@34# and outside the
dashed boundary in Fig. 1. At the highest excitation energ
the effect of nonthermal particle emission is quite stron
leading to average source charges ofZ;60, i.e., a decrease
of 20–30 % relative to the target.

The middle frame of Fig. 7 shows the average miss
charge in our reconstruction procedure, assumed here to
single fragment. The missing charge is obtained by subtr
ing the total observed chargeZobs ~corrected for efficiency!
from the charge of the thermal-like source. This difference
then identified asZmax1 in Fig. 7. These values should b
considered upper limits, since there is a finite probability t
the missing charge consists of more than a single resid
especially as the excitation energy increases. Nonethe
comparison with the statistical multifragmentation mod
~SMM! @45# indicates that this is a resonable assumption@46#.
The solid line in the center panel of Fig. 7 is the missi
charge predicted bySMM after passing through the ISiS filte
and the dashed line is the maximum fragment charge fr
SMM. In addition, because ISiS does not detect the sm
number of fast shower particles above 350 MeV, our sou
charge in the top frame would be slightly lower if this co
rection could be made. Nonetheless, the results show
aboveE* /A'6 MeV, the missing mass corresponds to
IMF, indicating that on the average the source has dist
egrated completely into IMFs and LCPs.
4-7
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The bottom frame of Fig. 7 shows the average charge
the two heaviest observed IMFs as a function ofE* /A, or in
the context of the missing charge, the second (Zmax2) and
third (Zmax3) heaviest fragments in an event. It is appar
that the average charges of the fragments evolve cont
ously toward similar, although not completely symmetric
values as the heat content increases. This is consistent
the behavior predicted by multifragmentation models@22–
24# and with the data of@47#. The charges of the second an
third largest fragments predicted by theSMM model are also
shown in Fig. 7. Up toE* /A&7 – 8 MeV, the model and
data are in relative accord. At higher excitation energies
SMM model predicts decreasing charge for the largest fr
ments. The version ofSMM shown here stores excess exci
tion energy in the emitted fragments, enhancing second
decay asE* /A increases and increasing the relative yield
lighter fragments. The data suggest that this version of
SMM model may overestimate secondary decay effects.

Additional insight into the breakup process can be gain
from studies of the fragment charge distributions, of r
evance to discussions of critical phenomena and the nuc
liquid-gas phase transition@4#. The results of a power law
analysis,s(Z)aZ2t are nearly identical for all projectile
and momenta, as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 8. At
lowest excitation energies, values oft'3 are found, consis-
tent with lower-energy proton-induced reaction studies@48–
50#. As the system is heated and particle multiplicities
crease,t values decrease steadily~larger clusters!, reaching a

FIG. 7. Dependence of fractional source charge and I
charges as a function ofE* /A for the 8 GeV/c-p21 197Au reac-
tion. Top: fractional source charge of residue. Middle: miss
charge in ISiS, assumed to be the largest fragment; and SSM
diction for missing charge~solid line! and for largest fragmen
~dashed line!, both passed through the ISiS filter. Bottom: charge
two largest observed fragments, solid line is theSMM prediction for
second largest fragment (Zmax2) and dashed line for third larges
fragment (Zmax3).
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minimum neart'2 in the vicinity of E* /A56 MeV, just
above the multifragmentation threshold. This behavior is p
dicted by the multifragmentation models@22–24#. At still
higher excitation energies, where multiplicities are large a
nearly all charged particles correspond to LCPs or IMFst
values begin to increase. This reversal in trend toward
formation of smaller fragments at the highest excitation
ergies most likely reflects the influence of the excess ene
above the multifragmentation threshold, due to the disso
tion of large clusters in the heat bath and/or emission
highly excited clusters that subsequently undergo secon
decay.

The average number of IMFs per residue mass is foun
be nearly independent ofE* /A @9#, as shown in the top pane
of Fig. 8. This systematic behavior is in good agreement w
results from heavy-ion studies@32,51# and suggests a com
parable breakup probability for hot nuclei at a givenE* /A,
regardless of formation mechanism.

C. IMF kinetic-energy spectra

Finally, an important probe for estimating the break
density in multifragment emission is provided by the IM
kinetic-energy spectra, due to the sensitivity of this obse
able to the Coulomb field of the emitting source. In Fig. 9 t
kinetic-energy spectra for oxygen nuclei are shown at f
angles for three excitation-energy bins for the 8.0-GeV/c p2

and 197Au reaction. These spectra are representative oZ
>6 fragments observed in all systems studied here. FoZ
<6 fragments at the lowest excitation energy, a break in
slope at high kinetic energies indicates the presence o
weak nonequilibrium component at forward angles@52#.
Above E* /A54 MeV, the kinetic-energy distributions fo
all Z.5 IMFs can be described by a single spectral sh
that is nearly independent of angle. The systematic evolu

F

re-

f

FIG. 8. Top: average ratio of observed and geometry-correc
IMFs per residue nucleon as a function ofE* /A; symbols are de-
fined in bottom frame. Bottom: power law parameterst from fits to
the charge distributions as a function ofE* /A of the residue.
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of the spectra withE* /A shows that the energy of th
Coulomb-like peak decreases with increasing excitation
ergy, as can be seen also in Fig. 1 forZ56 fragments. This
behavior is consistent with the measured decrease of

FIG. 10. Fragment mean kinetic energy as a function of IM
charge calculated in the source frame for four bins of excitat
energy, as indicated on the figure. Data are from the 8.0-Gec
p2-induced reaction.

FIG. 9. Kinetic-energy spectra of oxygen nuclei at four angles
the laboratory system for three bins of excitation energy
8 GeV/c p21 197Au reaction; open circles are forE* /A
52 – 4 MeV; closed triangles forE/A54.6 MeV; and open tri-
angles forE* /A56 – 9 MeV. The lines correspond toSMM calcu-
lations for breakup volumeV53V0 with extra expansion energy
equal to zero~solid line! and 0.5A MeV ~dashed line! @53#. For each
bin in excitation energy, the simulated spectrum is normalized to
maximum of the experimental one. Data are for the 8.0 GeVc
p2-induced reaction.
06460
n-

he
source charge~see above! and emission from an expande
dilute system. As expected for a hotter source, the spec
slopes become flatter with increasing excitation energy.

In Fig. 10 the mean kinetic energy of fragments from t
8.0-GeV/c p2 reaction is plotted as a function of fragme
charge for several excitation-energy bins, transformed i
the source frame. The data are found to increase monotic
with charge, as expected from Coulomb effects. But the m
distinguishing feature of Fig. 10 is the near independence
the average kinetic energies on excitation energy ove
broad range ofE* /A. This behavior can be interprete
within the context of Fig. 9. It results from a compensati
between competing factors in which the decrease of
source charge and density~shown by the decrease of th
location of the Coulomb peak! is offset by the increase in
temperature of the system~flatter slope! at high excitation
energy.

Also shown in Fig. 9 areSMM predictions that show the
effects of extra expansion energy, as discussed in@53#. The
extra expansion energy is defined here as the difference
tween the observed kinetic-energy spectrum and that
dicted by SMM. Two reference calculations are given, o
with no extra expansion energy~solid line! and another with
an additional 0.5 A of energy. In Fig. 11 the extra expans
energy that must be included in theSMM in order to provide
a best fit to the data is shown as a function ofE* /A. The

n
/

n
r

e

FIG. 11. Dependence onE* /A for the following quantities,
from bottom up: relative IMF emission timet, extra radial expan-
sion energyEexp/AIMF , charge distribution power law exponen
Z-t, and probability for a given IMF multiplicity.
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results indicate that the extra expansion effect increa
monotonically with excitation energy, but is much smal
than in heavy-ion-induced reactions.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In experiments E900 and E900a the collision dynam
and multiple fragment breakup features have been inve
gated for GeV hadron-induced reactions on197Au. Direct
observables have been correlated with excitation energies
termined from high statistics data obtained with the ISiS
ray, which measures exclusive charged-particle spectra
1<Z&16 fragments with excellent spectral definition a
large dynamic range.

The reconstructedE* distributions indicate that relative
to protons and pions, 8.0-GeV/c antiprotons provide the
highest-energy deposition values for the same beam mom
tum. For proton andp2 beams the excitation-energy distr
butions are nearly identical, indicating an independence
hadron type onE* deposition. Above beam momenta
6 – 8 GeV/c, the E* distributions show little change, pre
sumably due to increasing transparency, formation-zone
fects, and depleted density of the residue. However,E* /A
values increase slightly with beam momentum due to
decreased residue charge associated with increased pa
knockout at the higher momenta. The observed trends a
good qualitative agreement with the intranuclear-casc
codeQGSM, although quantitatively the code overpredictsE*
deposition.

As signatures ofE* deposition, the total thermal energ
total observed charge, and total charged-particle multiplic
correlate most strongly withE* /A, while rather large fluc-
tuations are observed for the IMF multiplicity and total tran
verse energy. While the number of IMFs is not a good ga
of deposited excitation energy, multiple IMF emission
nonetheless an important signature of the multifragmenta
mechanism@22–24#. Further, on average 4–5 LCPs a
emitted per IMF. Thus, when total charged-particle emiss
is taken into account, multiple IMF events represent a p
cess in which the nucleus has undergone a high degre
fragmentation. The excitation energy above which multi
IMF emission (MIMF>3) begins to dominate the yields oc
curs nearE* /A;5 MeV. The decreasing amount of missin
charge~assumed largest fragment! also supports the concep
of a multifragmentation mechanism, e.g., the missing cha
from our reconstruction procedure corresponds to an IMF
n
ti-
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excitation energiesE* /A*7 MeV. Further consistency is
evidenced by the fragment charge distributions, wh
evolve systematically toward larger fragments up toE* /A
;5 – 6 MeV, but at higher excitation energies lighter fra
ments are again favored, presumably due to the secon
decay of hot primary fragments.

The IMF kinetic-energy spectra suggest an evolution fro
emission at normal density to a decay scenario consis
with a system at lower than normal density. This behavio
most apparent in the broadening of the spectra peaks tow
low energies~lower Coulomb field! and flattening of the
slopes asE* /A increase~higher temperature!. As a result,
the average IMF kinetic energies show little change a
function of E* /A.

In Fig. 11 several features of the E900/E900a results
compared to illustrate the evolution of the disintegration p
cess with increasing excitation energy. Both the IMF mu
plicity data ~top frame! and charge distribution parametriza
tion ~second frame! suggest a transition in the reactio
mechanism in the regionE* /A54 – 6 MeV. The third frame
shows the deduced extra thermal expansion energy der
from the fragment spectra@53#, indicating an onset nea
E* /A.5 MeV. Finally, in the bottom frame time scale re
sults from an IMF-IMF correlation analysis@16# show a rap-
idly decreasing relative emission time up toE* /A'4 MeV,
after which a constant value oft;20– 50 fm/c is reached.
These very short relative emission times correspond t
near-simultaneous breakup of these highly excited syste
These features of the data aboveE* /A*5 MeV coincide
phenomenologically with a process that is suggestive o
liquid-gas phase transition@22–24#.
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